
Gr. 11 Pre-cal

Mrs. Piche

3.2 QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS IN STANDARD FORM

The standard form fora quadratic function is: f{x) =ax2 +bx+c , where a, b, and c
are real numbers and a^Q .

Sometimes equations of a quadratic function may not be given to you in standard form.

Practice writing these quadratic functions in standard form:

a) /(^)=(x-3)(3x+7)
^(/^ - 3xSl^~<?> -3(

[4-^-)- 3^-^-^]

b) /(x)=x(3x+7)+2x2
4-^}-- 3)c^ +-ly. -<-^J(

j f-(^. sy^-z.
a=^~ ^'7 C=^0GL^ ^ b .:-.., C-^-^^

The graph of every quadratic function (polynomial of degree 2) is a curve called a parabola.

Identify the characteristics of a graph of a quadratic function, including:

. Vertex

. Domain and range

. Direction of opening

. Axisofsymmetry

. X- and y-intercepts

. Maximum or minimum value

y=-2x2+4x+6
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Use these values of x: -2,-1,0,1,2,3,4 to sketch a graph.
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Note: By writing the equation y=a(x-pY +q in standard form [y=ax +bx+c ), you will

see that p (the x-coord of the vertex), is equivalent to - , when the equation is in standard
la

form. **Try to show why this is so.

Th us, given: y=3x -6x+4 ,thex-coordofthevertexis:

To find the y-coord of the vertex, substitute for x and solve.

-(-0

<>.^)
/
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Therefore the vertex is: (^ ^ q^^ ^ ^ (. (

a'>0 pa^a^otc^ ^p^i^js ucp YYM h. \/CL|<^! I'S ^ '

Suppose a diver jumps from a 3-m springboard with an initial vertical velocity of 6.8 m/s. Her
height, h, in meters, above the water t seconds after leaving the diving board can be modelled
by the function h(t)=-4.9t2+6.St+3.

a) Graph the function using technology. C'2.00 i^Y ^^cil

^O.(,,,s.^^ ^^ ^^
[a nuv ; t) -

Ca^c. X-.nt ' |.-?4

[l.-l^

b) What does the y-intercept represent?

^6^-h ^ ^y<ut 't£ °

c) What maximum height does the diver reach? When does she reach that height?

rA&x. ^^1 ,s ^.''.^ ^ o.+ -^r^ i -' 0.6»^ S

d) How long does it take before the diver hits the water?

^ \^ -z.^Tv5 ^) -6v»Yyi -^ l^^S.

e) What domain and range are appropriate in this situation?

d^e^^.'. 05,x.£-\.-1^ ro^L\ 05^ < C.?A
f) What is the height of the diver 0.6 seconds after leaving the board?

KCo.O = ' 4<^ Co.&^ a-^ fc^ Co^} i- 3
-~ ^.-2»? ^

or uu^. ^J^ ^ <^c. t^^^ <aJ x-~ ^^



Suppose that at a children's music festival, the organizers are roping off a rectangular area for
stroller parking. There is 160 m of rope available to create the perimeter.

a) Write a quadratic function in standard form to represent the area for the stroller
parking.

4-- L'fJ P-^ dL+ 0?^
f(o0 ^ ^L +0)^,
^0-~ L+ ^ VJ ^ ^0-1-

^-- t- feo-t)
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b) What are the coordinates of the vertex? What does the vertex represent in this §</A"

^y"^<^c. .^^..nd.^ (O.?0) k^0,3ooo3
V -> C^), IfeoO^ - <^SL.&-^> ^-^<. rv^Ax

c) Sketch the graph for the function you determined in part a). ck'^a £>+ /(fiOO n^
^(^O^IfeQO^) OGCarS lOt^a^ f-^jL.
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d) Determine the domain and range for this situation.

0 -=~ L "^ ^0

rar^ . o <~ A ^ E<o00
e) Identify any assumptions you made.

Q^j^ > o C^-o)
no obs4^o('e5

Assignment: 3.2 p.174 #1, 3, 4a,b, 5d, 6-8,10a,b, 15
(#15: Graph using x-intercepts and axis of symmetry to find the maximum.)




